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“We may be for the North or the South; but we have
no doubt of this—that Jefferson Davis and the other Confederate leaders have made an army; they are making, it
appears, a navy; and they have made what is more than
either—they have made a nation.”[1] These famous words
by Chancellor of the Exchequer William Ewart Gladstone
in Newcastle upon Tyne are the linchpin upon which Peter O’Connor constructs his argument.

country that tolerated and profited from slavery’s products. In a long-overdue nuanced fashion, O’Connor explains that British perceptions that the southern identity
centered on slavery did not translate automatically to a
pro-northern attitude. This part of O’Connor’s argument
is reminiscent of what Duncan A. Campbell illustrates in
his works on British public opinion (English Public Opinion and the American Civil War [2003] and Unlikely Allies:
Britain, America and the Victorian Origins of the Special
Engaging the growing literature of US in the world
Relationship [2007]): anti-southern views did not autoand transnational Civil War scholarship, O’Connor faults
matically mean an embrace of the other section.
scholars for focusing too narrowly on the Civil War
years, which skews their understanding of British pubNext, O’Connor engages ethnicity and geography as
lic opinion.[2] By looking at leading British intellectu- Britons looked for an image of themselves in the United
als and their writings about the United States, especially States. Observers frequently invoked a Puritan New Engtravelogues, O’Connor argues that the prewar discourse land and Cavalier South to illustrate the distinctive charregarding politics, slavery, and sectionalism influenced acters of the two sections. Complicating matters was that
British attitudes concerning the secession crisis and Civil the northern parts of the country included a diverse imWar, leading to a reluctance to support either section. migrant population, diluting its British heritage. ThereHe closes the book in 1863 when the implementation fore, pure Britishness was located in the Cavalier, ethniof the Emancipation Proclamation permanently changed cally cohesive southern parts. Confounding things was
British opinion in favor of the United States. Divided into the Irish population in cities like New York, O’Connor artwo sections, the book starts with the Nullification Cri- gues. British anti-Irish and anti-Catholic attitudes transsis of 1832, tackling “issues of race, slavery, and labor” lated into concerns about the northern section. Finally,
in chapter 1, perceptions of “US ethno-cultural regional O’Connor’s subjects indicated a detailed understanding
identity” in chapter 2, and “political policy, political cul- of politics in the United States that escalated sectional diture, and states’ rights” in chapter 3 (pp. 8, 9).
visions. In the course of this discussion, O’Connor notes
how Britons continued to perceive of the democratic sysBritish observers frequently reported the paternal at- tem in the United States as mob rule and even more
titude southern planters had toward their chattel, thus
how some, but certainly not all, viewed democracy as a
downplaying the human carnage of slavery. Furthernorthern phenomenon and saw an aristocratic society in
more, to these Britons, guilt for slavery did not rest solely the southern states. However, the detailed engagement
at the door of the plantation mansion but with the entire Britons had with the states’ rights issues in the United
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States caused many to view the growing crisis from a
constitutional point of view, rather than a moral slaverybased argument. Thus, O’Connor provides an important
overview of antebellum British opinions about the United
States.

politicians in the country during the Civil War. Did they
accept and read these works?

American Sectionalism in the British Mind is an appreciated and critical addition to the transnational literature
of the Civil War era. The book forces scholars interested
In the second part of the book, O’Connor chronicles in the transnational and diplomatic aspects of the era to
the changing British attitude in 1861 and 1862. Based consider the long durée of political, diplomatic, and intelon thirty years of matured understanding, Britons lo- lectual narratives and no longer engage solely on the four
cated many pitfalls with the northern government, such years of war. Finally, this book hopefully will encourage
as the anti-free trade Morrill Tariff, as well as the ab- other studies. Besides the pantheon of travelogues used
sence of abolition as a war goal, which allowed Confed- by O’Connor, there are other famous ones by Alexis de
erate sympathies to spread. As long as slavery was not a Tocqueville and his travel companion Gustave de Beauwar goal, Confederate and Confederate-sympathetic pro- mont that critically assessed the political and racial landpagandists could liberally build on British prewar atti- scape in the United States. How did these two and others
tudes of the United States and planter paternalism. The affect French perceptions? How did antebellum literareports on the use of Irish soldiers and the significant ture influence people in other countries in regard to the
number of foreign-born soldiers permitted the return to United States? Importantly, O’Connor alters the narraarguments about the Britishness of the southern part tive from the US-centric transnational account available
of the country. However, again embracing a nuanced so far and looks at the people who mattered in making
approach and reminding readers of Campbell’s work, British opinions, British opinion-makers and policymakO’Connor cautions that “antipathy toward the Union” ers. This book will have a lasting impact on the internadid not mean “sympathy for the Confederacy” (p. 176). tional aspects of the Civil War.
Finally, O’Connor notes that “disillusion with immediate
Notes
emancipation in Britain … stemm[ed] from the nation’s
experience in the West Indies” (p. 146). Nevertheless,
[1]. William Ewart Gladstone, “Speech on the AmeriO’Connor concludes that Abraham Lincoln’s Emancipa- can Civil War,” Town Hall, Newcastle upon Tyne, printed
tion Proclamation forced Britons to reevaluate their view in The Times (London), October 9, 1862.
on the sectionally torn United States and permanently
[2]. Enrico Dal Lago, William Lloyd Garrison and
aligned them with the US.
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